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Two years ago in August 1973 A/,4 published ;, 
comprehensive series of articles on advanced el1er~.I 
concepts under the title, "Prospecting for Energy." 
Much has happened since. The Anb oil emba!'!," 
following the October 1973 Mid-East war triggered 
the famous "energy crisis," which brough t aholl! 
creation of a Federal Encrgy Administration (FE:\' 
and, later, an Energy I\esearch & Developl11el1: 
Administration (ERDA). A thousand or so bill~ (,i 

energy were introduced in the U.S. Congress, ;,n.! 
perhaps several times that many in the variolls ,tah 
Icgislatures. The old, relatively obscure HOll\', 

Committee on Science and Astronautics rcvised it, 
charter and, principillly by picking up the }wlh 
contested jurisdiction over energy legislatitli1 
became the all-powerful Committec 011 Science "
Technology. 

A spate of studies on "energy policy" during tl;' 
periocP -3 appeared to have little or no effect ,)' 
national energy policy. Although frcquently reil' 

venting the wheel, they did serve to hirh 
problems and subject them to relatively card,: 

technical, ccono11lic, anc! institutional scrutiny. 
This scramble of activity in the suddcnly pOjlu!. 

field of energy culminatcd in June 1975 with 111 

issuance by live-month-old EI~DA of a siglli lio f 

document labeled "A National Plall for Fllcr: 

Researc:h, Dl:vdopment, and DelllotJ';tl';llil)J1," 
Subtitled "Creating Energy Choices for the Flittiil' 
the EIU)A Plan, as it is familiarly called, iciclltii'!c ' 

five national Wlals in energy: 
~ To maintain the security and policy I' 

dependence of the Nation. 
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eo To maintain a strong and healthy economy. 
providing adequate employment opportunities and 
allowing fulfillment of economic aspirations 
(especially in the less afiluent parts of the 
population), 

@ To provide for future needs so that life styles 
remain a matter of choice and are not limited by the 
unavailability of energy. 

~ To contribute to world stability through 
cooperative international efforts in the energy 

Iphere. 
CI To protect and improve the Nation's en

vironmental quality by assuring that the preservation 
of land, water, and air resources is given high 

priority. 
ERDA also issued a broad program for im

plementing its plan. s Both the plan and this pro
gram clearly recognize solar energy, along with 
fission breeding and nuclear fusion, as one of the 
three "inexhaustible [energy] sources for the long 
term." Nevertheless, the implementation program 
for solar energy (as well as other energy disciplines) 
leaves much to be desired. This weakness perhaps 
results from ERDA's youth as well as the way it was 
formed by the total absorption of all non-regulatory 
and non-military AEC activities and the ag
glomeration of various programs from other 
agencies, such as the National Science Foundation's 
energy projects and several Depatiment of Interior 
functions including the Office of Coal Research. 
Perhaps after the agency has had time to sort out its 
various missions and its personnel have had a chance 
to "grow into" their new jobs, a proper maturing of 
the ERDA plan will become evident. As required by 
Section 6 of Public Law No. PL 93-577,6 ERDA wiII 
update the plan annually. 

Because of the national concern about energy 
matters. se\'eral Congressional committees asked the 
U.S. Congress's Oflice of Technology Assessment 
(OTA) to re\'iew the ERDA plan exhaustively. This 
comprehensive critique 7 sets the stage for the 
detailed Asrrol/Clutics «( Acrol/autics Special Report 
on Solar Energy which follows. 

OT A rede\\'t?d five arcas correspond ing rough Iy to 
EH.DA·s didsions: fossil; nuclear (including fusion); 
\olar. gcothermal. and advanced encrgy sources 
(including reseal'l:h); conservation; and environmcnt. 
health. aend safety. From OTA's findings! havc 
rulled den-Iopnll'llts that have taken place in each of 
llll'se lields since the August 1973 AlA "Prospecting 
Itl!' Encrgy" article. 

In fo\sil fucls aCl'e\eratcd emphasis on coal 
ga\ilicatil)n and liqllci'al'lion, as \\'cll as direct 
lItilil;ltillll, is thl' prinl'ip~t1 Ill'\\' devl'lopmellt. Little 
qualit:ltil'l' progress has taken placL' since 1973. 
~i1th\lu.gh major stcps in the "delllonstration" phase 
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,A, sense of urgency spurs 
creation of the Energy 
Research'and Development 
Administration (ERDA); 
the new agency issues 
a master plan; and solar 
power gains a higher 
priority in the government 
and public eye 

of RD&D (Research. Development. and Demon
stration) have been formulated. Oil shale 
development remains in the research phase while 
active pursuit continues of enhanced recovery of oil 
and gas by hydraulic fracturing. fluid injcction and 
other advanced methods. ERDA has these goals for 
annual U.S. energy conversion from fossil fuels in 
quad rillions of Btu (q uads): 

Encl'gy Sourcc 1985 2000 
Coal gasification and -0 >9 

liquefaction 
Direct coal utilization >6 >9 
Oil shale < 2.5 <4.5 
Enhanced oil/gas recovery >6 :>9 

OTA criticized the ERDA fossil-fuel program 
principally for giving insufficient attention to 
technologies available in the I/car term-oil/gas 
recovery enhancement and production of synthetic 
oil and gas from coal and oil shale-and placing far 
too little emphasis on the institutional and other 
nontechnical constraints to fossil-fuel use. par
ticularly by not using the systems approach to the 
development of each encrgy source. 

Thc ERDA plan covcrs threc areas of nuclear 
RD&D-nuclear converter reactors. nuclcar brccder 
reactors. and fusion. Major efforts have begun on 
converter and hreeder safety. in conjunction with the 
Nuclear Energy !\egulatory Commission. and have 
become a major factor in all E!\DA Iluclear plan
ning. The controversial I\<lSlllUSSen report on light
lI'ater nuclear convci"tcr pO\\,l'rplant s8 had sur
prisingly lit tie impact on either sakt)' p()lie~' or 
puhlic reaction. The recent Harris poll ,9 II'hich 
revealed unexpected public ,support for nuclear 
pll\\'Cr, appears to idl'ntil~' pOll'ntiall'ncrgy shortages 
<IS the principal factor in public thinking. rathcr 

than safety. 
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The U.S. breeder program appears to be 
staggering along a tortuous path between 'fulmc 
needs (EH.DA identilied the breeder as one of thc 
three "inexhaustible" sources for the long range4 ), 

environmental concerns (particularly plutonium 
proliferation). and economic viability. Meanwhile, 
France has built and operated its Phenix breeder 
with great success. 10 and appears to be gaining a 
world position in breeder reactor tcchnology 
comparable to the present dominant world market 
position of the United States in commercial aircraft. 
A recent GAO study decries the high cost oflhe U.S. 
breeder11 , but supports ERDA's contention that it 
forms an essential element in the long-range U.S. 
energy-supply picture. 

The U.S. fusion program continues to strengthen 
in both breadth and depth. Although the promise of 
inertial containment (laser fusion) has decreased 
somewhat since 1973, magnetic containment 
research has expanded to include the General 
Atomic doublet (non-circular toroidal crosssection) 
in addition to the existing Tokamak. Ormak, mirror, 
and Theta Pinch concepts. The Tokamak Fusion 
Test Reactor program has begun at Princeton, and 
will for the lirst time use the fusion fuels tritium and 
deuterium. More about fusion later. 

ERDA has these goals for nuclear power gen
eration (figures in quads): 

Enel'gy Soul'ee 1985 2000 
Nuclear cOl1\'erter reactors >6 >9 
Nuclear breeder reactors 0 -0 
Nuclear fusion 0 0 

OTA's main concerns about the ERDA program 
in nuclear power centered on evaluating uranium 
resources; the need for an early decision (and 
demonstration) of waste disposal in salt, considered 
by OT A to be technically feasible; the need for 
ERDA to examine other breeder reactor concepts 
than the liquid-metal and light-water designs; lack 
of adequate technology programs on thorium 
breeders and high-temperature gas-cooled reactors; 
and the need for more cau tion in rapidly moving 
fusion research. 

ERDA's program management has lumped under 
"conservation" not only subjects which would 
normally be appropriate there, such as improved 
thermal insulation, enhanced efficiency of end-usc 
devices, and improved transportation efticiency, but 
also new energy-conversion concepts, energy storage 
and transmission, conversion of waste materials, and 
electric transportation technology. Almost all these 
areas have seen major developments since 1973; 
although too numerous for discussion here, the 
developments are well outlined in the EHDA plan 
and program. 4 ,s EHDA has these goals for alillual 
national energy savings (figures in quads): 
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ERDA's plan for the nation's energy future is based on 
the five scenarios illustrated in this chart. This ap
proach-setting the reduction of oil and gas imports as 
the principal goal-has received considerable criticism. 
Another criticism is the timidity of ERDA's program for 
reducing energy consumption (Scenario I in the chart). 
Currently, the United States still remains firmly fixed at 
Scenario Zero. 

Energy Saving Souree 1985 2000 
Conversion of waste materials <2.5 4.5-9 
Electric conversion efficiency 0 <4.5 
improvement 

Electric power transmission and 0 <4.5 
distrib 1I tion 

Electric transportation 0 <4.5 
Transportation efficiency 2.5-6 4.5-9 

improvement 
Industrial energy eftlcieney 2.5-6 4.5-9 
improvement 

Conservation in pu ildings and 2.5-6 4.5-9 
consumer products 

OTA criticized the conservation program mainly 
for its low funding and timidity, as well as a lack of 
focus on the immediate problems of end-usc ef
ficiency. OTA noted a strong potential influence of 
non-technical constraints, as well as the urgent need 
for close cooperation with other feeleral agencie,. 
state ilndlocal administrations, and industry. 
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As might be expected, the E[~DA plan clearly 
spells out a strong program to determine and 
mitigate near-term environmental problems, such a, 
air pollution from combustion, effects of expanded 
coal mining and offshore oil drilling, nuclear wasIl' 
disposal, safety, and radiation releases fml11 l1l1c1l'~tr 
powerplants, and especially pollution of waleI' 
resources. The plan also specifically recognizes the I 
nccd for a detailed environmental assessment b(~/()/( ~~ 
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f i demonstrating new technologies, and for a strong 
i drive to inform the public and coordinate actions 
I with state and local agencies and other fcderal of

f IIces such as EPA. 
IOTA faulled the plan for lack of attention to the I cl1ange in scale of environmental problems due to 
I the great increase in fossil-fuel usc. particularly coal. 
~ to the energy cost of necessary environmental 
I rcgulations, to the global impact of new energy I Icchnologies. to environmental impacts of 
! manufacturing the new synthetic fuels, and to the 

I 
\erious water resou ree problem frolll an overall 

systems viewpoint. 
l The solar, geothermal, and advanced-technology 
i portion of the ERDA plan directly concet'ns us in 
, Ihis Astronautics & Aeronautics special report. 

1 Although ERDA has only recently appointed Henry 
i H, Marvin of GE as director of its Solar Energy 
! Division, that competent group. which it inherited 

:I

t, principally from the National Science Foundation. 
has developed a substantial solar program described 
lIot only in the ER[,A plan4 and programS but also 

I laid out in considerable detail in two ERDA I documents dealing solely with solar energy.12,13 
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T-1 EHDA'S PROJECTION FOR FUTURE 
CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ENERGY 
In 1015 Btu (quads), 

Category 1985 2000 

Direct thermal use 0.2 3 
Solar electric 0.07 5 
Biomass fuels 0.5 3 
Total U,S, demand 100 150 
Solar % of U,S, demand 0,8% 7% 

, t 

t 
\ 

NOI'ell//lI'/' f<} 75 

2020 

20 
15 
10 

180 
25% 

Long-distance electric power transmission-e,g" from 
satellite solar power rectennas. sea solar power plants. 
or dnsert-Iocated solar thermal-electric plants-could be 
more economical by direct (de) rather than alternatinq 
current (ac), This new liquid-metal plasma valve is aileY 
component in a hiqh-voltaoe de transmission system, 

The nuclear-fusion 
program is a classic 
example of a hiOh
potential but also hiOhly 
uncertain option for 
long-term solutions to 
the world's energy 
needs, It has been well 
supported by major 
Federal budoet com
mitments, both 
currently and over the 
past 20 years, as 
typified by the Princeton 
Large Torus-the latest 
and largest of a series of 
promising "Iokamak" 
(toroidal neometry) 
experiments aime(l ilt 
demonstrating that 
nuclear fusion is 
physically achievable, 
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The Ihenna I energy 
in "hoi rock" 
thousands of feet 
below tlw surface 
reprosents an 
enormous potential 
reservoir 10 help 
meet our national 
energy needs. 
Learning how to 
extract this energy 
safely and 
economically is a 
major (and long
term) effort now 
being undertaken by 
several agencies, 
since "conven tional" 
geothermal energy 
sources (hot water 
or stearn) are 
severely limited in 
their potential 
utilization. 

, 
'.:f , 

1 

ERDA covers five basic subjects in this category: 
direct thermal utilization of solar energy, solar 
electric power, fuels from biomass, geothermal 
power, and basic research, Of the five, this issue 
covers the first three at length. In .basic research 
ERDA emphasizes molecular sciences (energy 
process control), materials sciences (high
temperature and special materials), nuclear sciences, 
and high-energy physics (fundamental processes of 
nature). Unfortunately, the program inherited from 
the AEC takes by far the lion's share of the budget 
devoted to high-energy physics. Although celiainly 

Oil shale rGflresents a lar~Je potential energy source, but 
suffers from severe environmental and economic 
problems. One possible solution, in situ (underground) 
retorting, is receiving the bulk of ERDA's attention, but 
its widespread utilization, even if proved practical, is 
clearly "well down the pike." Much new equipment and 
totally new mining techniques are required. 

extremely important to the nation's overall rcseareil 
effort. high-encrgy physics has little relevance to the 
bulk of Er~l)A's mission. This distortion, along with 
the Ilecessa rily in heritcd A EC praet icc of separating 
basic and applied research, has drawn most of the 
OTA criticism of ERDA's basic-research effort. 

In the geothermal field, EI~DA plans to expand 
existing moderate-temperature plants and resotll'ees 
(described in the August 1973 AlA), and explore 
more advanced technologies such as geopressured 
reservoirs and deep "hot-rock" thermal resources. 
The O1'A panel saw the principal stumbling blocks 
to harnessing gcothermal energy as primarily legal 
and institutional rather than technological, and 
thcrefore requiring considerable cooperation by 
ERDA with the Federal Energy Administration and 
with state and local agencies. The ERDA plan calls 
for about 1 quad per year of geothermal energy by 
1985 and 2.5-6 quads by 2000, goals which the OTA 
panel considered highly optimistic unless major 
direct use of geothennal heat beco'mes prevalent in 
addition to generating electric power from it. 

The ERDA plan for solar energy takes three 
directions: toward thermal utilization, electric power 
generation, and biomass fuels. ERDA sets out its 
view of the potential capabiJ ities of these three areas 
in 1'_1. 12 Each technology contributing to thesc 
areas forms the subject of one of the artieles in this 
issue of AI A-solar heating and cooling, solar
thermal ele<;tric power, photovoltaic power, wincl 
power, ocean thermal energy conversion, and fuels 
from biomass. And here we include an article on thc 
satellite solar power station (SSPS) which ERDA 
specifically omitted. In fact, no mention of space
based power systems for terrestrial use appears 
anywhere in ERDA's plan,4 program,S or detlnition 
report. 1 2 

This omission of a technology having major 
potential impact on the world's energy future is 
surprising in view of the plan's title, "Creating 
Energy Choices for the Future." Of course, today a 
SSPS would cost Illuch too Illuch. AIAA's Assess
ment, Solar EIIC/gy/or Earth, the summary portion 
of which follows this introduction, says the SSPS 
should be considered only as a prospect for 
widespread use in "the first half of the 21st Cen
tury." Nevertheless, the SSPS is technically feasible:: 
it c/o('s have enormous potential benefits, and 
NASA's recent "Outlook for Space" study included 
it as one of only two future projects specifically 
identified. It wou lel appeal', therefore, that EH DA 
should at least recognize SSPS by allocating suitable 
funds for systems studies, physical research, or com
pOllent development. 

This cu rious omission spurred OT;\'s review panel 
to CJuestion the whole basis on which EHDA J1lakl'~ 
programmatic 'decisions on systems having 
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AIAA HOlLS UP ITS SLEEVES ON ENERGY ~~~ '!lI!1~ 

Although the- AIAA has recently 
<'lGcelnrated its activities in energy 
programs, the Institute is not by any 
means a new rider on the energy 
bandwagon. For many years the 
AIAA technical community has 
quietly pursued a broad spectrum of 
energy-related work, and the In
stitute can now draw on these well
developed technical capabilities in 
its current energy program. 

Examples of fields in which AIAA 
has had long and- particularly ex
tensive experience, and which 
specifically apply to the ERDA 
mission include: 

Efficient combustion of fossil 
fuels 

New fuel development, proces
sing, and handling, most notably 
hydrogen 

New engine concepts, such as 
hydrogen-fueled automobiles, 
fluidized-bed combustors, and high
pressure open- and closed-cycle 
turbine engines 

High-energy lasers, 8.S would be 
used for fusion power 

Cryogenic systems 
Microwave and laser power 

transmission 
Advanced electric power 

systems for space 
Photovoltaic converters, arrays, 

and power systems 
Synchronous-orbit power sys

tems 
Focusing solar collectors and 

high-temperature absorber sub
systems 

Transmission of thermal energy 
by heat pipe 

Wind power 
Energy storage such as by 

advanced batteries, flywheels, and 
hydrogen 

Energy system analysis 
MH D power generation 
Therm ionic converters 
Aircraft fuel economy 

Advanced ground transport, 
such as high-speed trains. 
Applying this broad technical 
backgrount to today's critical energy 
situation has progressed slowly. The 
AIAA has, of course, cosponsored 
for many years such joint activities 
as the annual Intersociety Energy 
Conversion Engineeri ng Conference. 
A few years ago the predecessor of 
the current intersociety Coor
dinating Committee on Energy was 
formed, with the AIAA as a charter 
(and still extremely active) member. 

Within the Institute, the Technical 
Activities Com mittee (T AC) has long 
maintained a Technical Specialty 
Group (TSG) on Non-Chemical 
Power and Propulsion (recently 
converted to Energy Systems). TAC 
originated a number of AIAA-de
Signed and operated technical pro
grams, such as the Energy sessions 
and workshops at the AIAA's three 
Urban Technology Conferences in 
1971-73, the 1974 Aircraft Fuel 
Conservation Workshop Conference, 
and this year's AIAA Assessment of 
Solar Energy for Earttl. 

In the summer of 1975, TAC took a 
major step toward formalizing these 
miscellaneous efforts by establish
ing an AIAA Energy Activities Task 
Force, led by TSG coordinator for 
energy systems Robert L. Gervais of 
McDonnell-Doug las Astronaut ics. 
The Task Force's directive charged it 
not only with serving as the center 
for AIAA energy activities, but 
coordinating with and supporting 
ERDA's efforts in those areas where 
the AIAA's technical strengths could 
be most effectively applied. Toward 
this purpose, Gervais set up five 
Task Force Committees 
corresponding to ERDA's subject 
areas and assig ned them to 
chairmen as follows: Fossil Fuels, 
George Pedersen of Allison; 
Nuclear, J. Preston Layton of 

Princeton Univ.; Solar, Geothermal, 
and Advanced, two commiltees. one 
for Solar, Geothermal, Thermionic 
under Harrison Killian of Aerospace 
Corp.; and a second Fusion, M HD 
under Kenell Touryan of Sandia 
Labs.; Conselvation, Herbert Fox of 
N.Y. Inst. of Technology; and 
Environtoent and Safety, Thomas 
Kastner of Grumman Aerospace. 

Each Committee is now setting up 
its program, in close coordination 
with the appropriate ERDA assistant 
administrator or division head. The 
Committees have as major goals to 
explore the potential of gaining 
AIAA members in the rapidly ex
panding energy disciplines ap
propriate to AIAA; to suggest, 
organize, and operate both open 
special ist rneeti ngs and workshop 
conferences; to formulate AII\A 
Assessments or other position 
papers; and to communicate the 
information brought forth by these 
activities to both the public at large 
and to key technical and non
technical organizations nationwide. 
AIAA proposed to the intersociety 
Coordinating Committee on Energy 
as one interesting possibility 
establishing a new intersociety 
Journal for Energy Research, 
Development & Applications. 

The AIAA's Energy Activities Task 
Force represents the Institute's 
long-term commitment to leadership 
in many of the energy technologies 
which will continue to be major 
national and global concerns for 
years to come. Any AIAA member 
who wishes to participate in local 
activities of the Task Force in his 
community should contact Jerry 
Grey at AIAA headquarters. If 
enough members show interest. the 
AIAA will organize Section coun
terparts to the national Energy 
Activities Task Force. Let us hear 
from you.-J.G. 

potentially large payoffs but which entail major 
technological or economic uncertainties. It cited 
occan thermal electric conversion (OTEC) and the 
nuclear-fusion program as further examples. Of the 
three. the only one not yet known to be technically 
i'casiblc--fusioll-is the only one receiving sub
stantial support. In FY76 somc $165 million. not 
including military laser efforts. goes to nuclear 
rusion. 

Even in comparison with the SSPS. which has beell 
.shown to be technically if not yet economically 
feasible. nuclear fusion appears to sufTer. Not only is 
fusion not yet feasible technically. but it also is 
subject to thc same levcl of economic uncertainty as 
the SSPS. Both seem headed for wide application no 
earlier than the first half of the 21st Century. 

True. ERDA inherited from the AEC a fusion 
program twcnty years old. Yet tlw fat budget of the 
fusilln program comparcd to $5 millioll doled out to 
OCC;\I1 therm;d ellergy cOlln:rsioll. which employs 
much less advanced technology. has raised eyebrows. 

NOI'l'lI/h('rlg75 

Not that the fusion program should be stopped or 
replaced by OTEC or SSPS. It should be sustaincd at 
about the present level of erfort through a technical 
feasibility (or ill fei\sibility) dCl1Ionstrat ion. IloWC\TI·. 

this funding docs not jibe with that going to the 
OTEC conccpt. and certainly not with I:I{ [);\'s 
complete disl1lissal of the SSPS COJlccpt. 

!. 
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OTA further criticized the EI<DA solar-energy 
plan for underemphasizing solar heating and 
cooling. \\'hich represents not ol1ly. the earliest 
prospect for massive usc of solar energy. but also a 
substantial long-range application. and for 
overemphasizing e1ectritication. although thermal 
energy accounts for over half thc current energy 
demand, and transportation for over half of the 
remainder. 

OTA also pointed out the lack of any progrmil for 
generating synthetic fuels other than by biomass or 
waste conversion. 

The articles which follow derive 1'1'0111 AlAA's most 
recent assessment, Solar Ellergy/or Earth, published 
in April. They have been updated to include in
formation presented at the AIAA/AAS Conference 
on Solar Energy for Earth and developments in the 
tield since then. The assessment's recommendations 
and summary are still vaiid. We reproduce them on 
the following pages just as they appeared in the 
original. 

AIAA will continue its work in energy. A brief 
review of its new energy-activities program appears 
boxed on one of the preceding pages. 
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Conc/Ltsions 
: /I., 1/1.. A ASS[SSMENT d I F110~lnlE an -SOLAR ENERGY FOR EARTH 

Recommendations 
Conclusions 

(1) Tech nical feasibility has been demonstratl\' 
for a num bel' of solar-powered energy sysknh 
designed to provide terrestrial heat, electric pOlin 
01' both. 

(2) Solar energy can begin to make signi fica I\! 
cOlltributions to the nation's energy supply sOlllctim, 
in the period 1985-2000. Its present economic 
disadvantage as compared with alternative enl'rgl 
sources can be reduced or climinated altogether ifla' 
a vigorous program of federal research alld 

development support is provided, (b) the illl' 
plementation of pilot-plant. demonstration. and 

prototype solar-powered plants is actively prol11oted, 
and (c) the prices of fossil fuels remain high \If 

fluctuate unpredictably and nuclear power Co~l\ 

continue to rise. 
(3) Identifiable environmental and sociologir;d 

impacts of solar energy systems are far less severe 

than those associated with fossil-fueled and nuclear 
fission-powercd systems. In particular, soiar 
powered systems do not deplete natural encrgl 
sources. 

(4) In contrast to fossil-fueled and nuclear-fissi011 
sources, most solar energy sy::;tem:; depend criticalh 
on the availability of either energy storage facilitic, 
or supplementary power sources. This mismalch 
between available and demand power is not ;, 
problem for ocean thermal energy conversiPII 
powerplants or biomass energy and is of only l1lilltl/ 
concern for satellite solar power stations. 

(5) Premature implcmentation of solar-powerl\! 
cnergy systems without adequate research 
technology, and development support. or clemol! 
stration efforts involving economically ill 

operationa lIy u nsu itable COI11 ponents or SYStCI1l 1 

could lead to an undesirable "backlash" cfh'(i 
Adequate R&D, pilot-plant, and demonstrat!";' 
projects should be acceleratcd but not bypassed. 

({)f The first large-scale utilization of solar elll'l-,:' 
will be for hot-water heating, space heating, ancil(l ,I 
sOl1lewhat lcsser extent, space cooling. However. II', 
other systems reviewed in this Assessment cPtil,' 

make substantial contributions in the futuj,' 
Specilic conclusions regarding each of thcse systl'lll' 
are as follows: 

(;1) Solar Ilea/ill!: (/Ild Coolill!: will be lIsed k' 
supplelllentary energy iii the new-bllilding nwrkt' i 
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particularly multiplc-j~linily dwcllings. Life-cycle 
costs will become comparable with fossil fuels in the 
1985 time period. and it is expected that 20% of all 
new builclings in the year 2000 will be equipped with 
supplementary solar power systems. 

(b) Solar-Thermal Elec/ric POlI'erstations could 
be operational in selected locations by the late 
1980·s. The central-receiver system for intermediatc
load operation is the preferred system for initial 
development. No technical breakthroughs are 
requ ired. bu t extensive experience wiII be need ed to 
reduce first-cost to competitive levels. 

(e) Pll%valtaic Power's technical feasibility is 
well established. but cost reductions by factors of at 
least 100 to 1.000 are needed to make it economically 
competitive. Ultimate prospects for such reductions 
are good. but economic feasibility could still be 
contingent upon other system component costs, 
Market capture will be limited solely by costs. since 
l1exibility of scale, co-location with load. materials 
availability. and land use aspects are all favorable. 
Economic feasibility could be demonstrated as early 
as 1985. 

(d) Synchronolls Satellite Solar Power offers 
advantages over land-based solar energy systems in 
incident power level. energy storage needs. and 
thermal dissipation. Principal problem is cost. both 
of the enormous solar collectors and the trans
portation needed to get them into orbit. If the very 
large but necessary cost reductions can be achieved. 
this source could provide significant terrestrial 
power in the future. possibly in the tirst half of the 
21st century. 

(e) \Vind Power can provide commercially 
feasible local powerplants with present technology. 
Principal problems arc variability of the wind (need 
for storage or supplemcntary power) and the 
economics of large-se,lle utilization. Noncommercial 
prototype implementation on a limited scale could 
begin now, and demonstration of commercial 
fl."asibility in selected localities is possible as early as 
1980. 

(0 OCl'af/ Thel'lI/o/ Ellel'gy COf/l'el'sio/l appears 
to be technically feasible. with the closed-cycle 
concept the prcferred option. Energy costs could be 
competitive with those of fossil fuels or nuclear 
power. and there is a major prospect for co-location 
with encrgy-intcnsivc manufacturing plants; c.g .. 
ammonia. hydrogen. aluminum. and magnesiulll. It 
is cOIll'l'il'ablc that occan thermal plants could 
prol'idc a significant contribution (e.g., 4% to 
pcrhaps as much as 10'%) 10 U.S. po\\'er nceds by the 
year 1000. 

(g) FlIl'l Prodllctio/l (lJio/l/(/.\'.\' 1~'/lC'r~y) is 

l'l)llllllrrcially feasible to a limited extcnt today. 
lIsing urban. farlll. and forest-product wastes as fucl. 

.\'(lI't'mbl'1' f<}7S 

All the approaches 
discussed should be 
supported by an R&D 
and 5Y!ltel1'lS analysis ((fl-ort. 

Prospects for fuH-scale "energy plantations" depend 
primarily on fuel growing and processing costs and 
land use/transportation, but they could begin to look 
attractive by the year 2000. 

Recommendations 

(1) Unless and until there is clear evidence that 
one or another or the various approaches to solar 
energy utili'zation should be emphasized in lieu of 
others. all' the approaches discussed in this 
Assessment. including energy storage requirements 
where needed. should be supported by an aggressive. 
continuing long-term research. devel0p111ell/. and 
systems (lJ1(l~vsis effort. Specific implementation 
plans for the various approaehes are detailed in 
Chapters 5 through 11. 

(2) Pilot-plant and demonstration projects should 
be implemented only in accordance with a time
phased integrated plan for the overall expansion of 
solar energy into the economy. setting up funding 
priorities and sched uling of the various approaches. 
since they are all competing to,a substantial degree 
for the same market. 

(3) Demonstration plants should be constructed 

and operations initiated in each of the pi'oposed 
approaches only after technology readiness has been 
e1early established. Premature implementation can 
be counterproductive. as indicated in Conclusion (5) 
above. 

(4) Mechanisms .should be sought to encourage 
the early im plementation and eventual mass 
production of solar-powered energy systems because 
of their great potential benefits in the conservation of 
natural resourccs and the reduction of en
vironmental impact. Such mechanisms could include 
(a) tax crcdits or other economic incentives. (b) 
taxation or other burdens ("disincentives") on new 
alternative resource-depleting or polluting systems. 
(c) direct federal grants or other subsidies. if they can 
be justified on a broad basis. and (d) the lise of 
comparative economic analyses ",hich take into 
accollnt all energy debits and credits (e,g .. con
struction requirements and total-encrgy utilization) 
and include the actuai'<:osts of environmental. social. 
and inte1'l1ational trade impacts. 

(5) Collection of basic data needed to implement 
the various systems should be.initi<lted illlllll'di<ltl'ly; 
e.g .• on insl)lation (sce Chapter 4). on wind 
charactcristics (sec Chaptcr 9). on ocean charac
teristics at certain sites (see Chapter 10). and Oil 

biomass properties (sec Chapter II). 

i 
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Summary ~ mOM THE AIAA ASSESSMENT 

~ SOLAR ENEROYFOR EARTH 

This Assessment addresses seven classes of solar
powered systems capable of generating energy for 
terrestrial consllmption. Each of these is considcred 
in terms of current and projected technology. 
economics, environmental and social impacts. 
problems of interfacing with existing energy systems. 
market capture potential. and. where possible. 
comparisons with alternative approaches. Data and 
technology needs and recommended implementation 
plans are also identitied. 

The solar energy resource available to all seven 
system classes is called insolation. the incident solar 
radiation flux. Its average value just outside the 
Earth's atmosphere, called the solar constant, is 1.35 
kilmvatts per square meter(kW 1m2 ) or 125 watts per 
square foot (W Ift2). Most of this energy is in the 
visible-light spectrum. Some of it (of the order of 
30%, on the average), is absorbed, reflected, or 
diffused in the atmosphere by atmospheric gases 
(carbon dioxide and ozone), dust particles, and water 
vapor, including clouds. The insolation varies with 
geographical location, the season. the altitude, and 
the time of day. The average incident energy on a 
horizontal sUlface in one day call range, for example, 
froni 1.1 kilowatt-hours pel' square meter (kWh/m 2 ), 

an average flux of 46 W 1m 2, in Seattle in Jan lIary. to 
approximately 9 kWh/m 2 (375 W 1m 2 ) in the Mojave 
Desert ill July. 

Diffused (scattered) sunlight can range from 20% 
of the total ground insolation on clear days to 90% 
on cloudy days. Hence flat-plate absorbers and 
photovoltaic arrays which can utilize scattered light 
energy in addition to direct sunlight are subject to 
Jess variability in power output than are the direct
sunlight absorbers, which mllst focus direct rays in 
order to operate. Long-term variations in avcrage 
annual insolation can be as high as 15%, with events 
such as volcano em ptions causing even larger long
term changes. The oceans, which both accept diffuse 
radiation and provide a natmal thermal storage 
system, are affected least of all by variations in 
insolation. 

Because performance appraisals and economic 
appraisals of solar energy devices can be no more 
accurate than the insolation data upon which they 
are based, t he acquisition of insolation data should 
bc given high priority. 

Solar l/('atill/J IIlld Coo/ill/J. The tcchnology for the 
low-temperature Ilat-plate type of solar-energy 
collector needed for hot-water heating, space 

heating, and space cooling (including soiaI'. 
augmented heat pumps) is wcll known. Installatioll 
of prototype systems ill residences, office building), 
and building groups is untier way in many parts of 
the coulltry. The principal barricr to widespread llSl' 

is the still-high system first cost, about half of which 
is chargeable to the collectors themselves. Also, 
supplementary energy sources are needed fol' nighls 
and periods oflow insolation, since it is economically 
impractical for solar energy. even with encrg;' 
storage capability, to provide all heating and cooling 
needs. 

Life-cycle costs are not competitive with existing 
systems now. but will be competitive by 1985 or 
sooner. depending on the rate of fuel price 
escalation. The speculative nature of future prices 
for fossil fuels and nuclear poweJ', as in all solar· 
powered systems, is a key factor in market-captlll'~' 

projections. Also. the high first-cost of solar-powered 
systems, despite potentially attractive life-cycle costs, 
is detrimental to market capture for commercial 
buildings or developments. Other potential barrier\ 
can be incompatibility with zoning and building 
codes, possible concern about architectural esthetics, 
and as-yet unknown repair and maintenance costs. 
Structural and esthetic difficulties associated with 
the installation of solar energy systems on existing 
buildings tend to make costs excessive. 

Despite these problems, it is almost certain thai 
the tirst large-scale market for solar energy will be 
for hot-water heating. space heating. and, to a 
somewhat more limited extent, space cooling of ncll' 
buildings. particularly l11ultivle-family dwellings. 
Market capture projections (based on 1973 estimate, 
of future fossil-fuel prices) range from about 1% to 
2.5% of all energy consumed in the year 2000. hUI 

this pcrcentage could be considerably larger if filel 
price escalation is excessive. Competitiveness of solar 
energy in the healing and cooling market can he 
further enhanced by federally-financed proof-of, 
concept experiments, use ill government build ing\. 
economic incentives. and continued federal supporl 
of research and development. 

Solar- Thermal Electric Powe/'. Solar-therl11;d 
conversion systems collect solar rad iation. convert ilB; 
it first to thermal energy and then to electric power 
When they also supply heat for industrial procew'\ 
or space heating. they are designated "total ene!·).!"" 
systems. Solar-thermal conversion can be used ill 
large central station powerplants (greater than Inn 
megawatts IMWPor in smaller units (10 MW or Ie,,! 
located at the load site. When tied into a mai"r 
power grid they can provide base load. interl1lcdia!l: 
load. or peaking power. 

There are two b:!sic types of snlal·-therl1l;!i 
systems: the central 'l'eceivcl' and thc distribule,1 
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f collector. In thc central receiver system sunlight is 
rct1ccted by many individual hcliostats (mirrors) to a 
ccntral tower where it is absorbed and converted to 

) electricity by conventional methods, In distributed 
systems, the sunlight is absorbed by many individual I absorbers, each having its own solar collector, and i thc thermal encrgy is then transferred by a fluid 

, (such as water) to a central point for conversion to ! r elcctric powC1-. The energy is transported optically to 
a central point in the first case and hydraulically in 

1 Ihe second. Because central receiver systems can i obtain higher working tlufd temperatures (550 - 800 
i K, or 530-980 F), they are more efficient for electric 

I power gener~tion and appear at present to provide 
the best economic approach in central-station (large) 
sizes. The re1atiye1y inefficient but potentially less 
cxpensive t1at-plc~te collectors may be best suited for 
small-size units; e.g., for multiple l'esidences or small 
shopping centers. 

Solar-thermal electric power systems require 

either some form of energy storage, to accommodate 
mismatches between insolation availability and load 
demand. or full-time availability of standby power. 
sllch as an existing utility grid or auxiliary fossil
fueled generators. For storage, thermal energy 
appears to be the most practical, but costs increase 
rapidly with storage capacity. Hence there is a 
tradeoff b\tween storage capacity and the 
availability of supplementary power for use when 
insolation outage periods exceed storage capacity. 

Preliminary studies have identified the in
termediate-load central \'eceiver system as the 
preferred demonstration plant. It would have a 
collector theliostat field) area of 1 square kilometer 
(km 2 ). ahout 250 acres, per 100 MW of rated plant 
capacity. 6 hours of thermal energy storage, and a 
projected busbar energy cost of 25-30 mills/kWh 
(1973 dollars). Although all elements of sllch a plant 
are within the capability of existing technology, 
extensive development will be required to yield low 
capital equipment and construction costs. Because 
of the Sill', capital costs, and construction time of 
solar thermal powerplants. as well as the need (0 

explore alternative design approaches. no signiticant 
market penetration of solar-thcrmal electric power 
appears possible before the late 1980's. 

Pli%ro/faic POlI'cr. Photovoltaic conversion of 
solar radiation dircctly to elcctric power can occur in 
a thin layer of appropriate malerial. Silicon, because 
of its great abunci:lIlce, high convcrsion eflicieney 

UO-15t
"')' and advanccd state or dcvelllpmcnt ap

pears at prcsent to be the bcst photovllilaic con
I'l'rsion material. although there <lIT other materials 
having special characteristics which may makc Ihclll 
eoml)1l'reiallyalll·active. 

A bask advantage or piloto\'oltaic pO\l'er systCl\\S 

SOI'cmber 1975 

is their flexibility in size. The exposed surface area of 
photovoltaic converter arrays can range Ii'om less 
than one square meter to many square kilollleters, 
making them much. less sensitive to the economies of 
scale that force conventional fossil and nuclear 
powerplants and solar thermal systems to beeome 
very large. Since photovoltaic arrays can thus be co
located with their loads, thereby possibly avoid ing 
mllch of the capital cost and power losses of power 
distribution equipment. they could be used for single 
family residences, commercial or public buildings, or 
industrial plants, as well as central station power
plants. 

The techi1ical feasibility of photovoltaic solar 
energy conversion has been well established. 
Photovoltaic "solar cells" have powered most of the 
spacecraft launched by all nations. However, the 
systems designed for space use are too expensive for 
large-scale terrestrial power generation: they cost 
about $200 per peak watt. and even their tel'1'estrial 
versions still cost about $20 per peak watt. Cost 
reductions by a factor of 100 to 1000 are needed 
before photovoltaic power can become commercially 
useful on a large scale. Research and development 
efforts are in progress toward this goal, and an 
ultimate photovoltaic converter eost of $.lO/watt by 
1985 or 1990 is a reasonable expectation. 

In add ition to the photovoltaic converters, 
photovoltaic power systems require a mounting 
structure for the c011\'eliers, a power collection 
network. electrical regu lation and control equip
ment, probably power conditioning equipment to 
convert dc to ac, energy storage equipment, and 
possibly concentrators and cooling systems for the 
converters. These components are all technologically 
feasible, but their costs loom large, and the economic 
feasibility for large scale photovoltaic power 
generation may depend upon achieving low costs for 
these other components in addition to low cost solar 
arrays. Other factors such as land lise, en
vironmental impact. and materials availability, as in 
other solar energy system concepts, do not appear to 
be limiting. 

5:VIICl!rollo1iS SII/ellife Solar Power, A solar power 
satellite in orbit about the Earth 35,800 km (22,000 
miles) above the equator would always remain above 
the same point on the Earth's surface. The satellite 
would generate electricity from sunlight. using either 
arrays of photovoltaic converters or a solar-thermal 
electric system to power micruwave transmitters. 
Thesc transmitters would beam microwave powcr to 
a line-or-sight rcceiving station on Earth where 
special receiving antcllnas (l'l:ctcnnas) would cOllvert 
it directly to dc power. If photovllltaic arrays wcrc 
lIsed, a receiving stalion net output of 5000 MWe 
would require a total satellite mass of 20 million kg 
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(22,000 tons), a satellite solar <l1'1'ay of 45 square 
kilometers (17 square miles), a satellite micrO\\'ave 
transmitting antenna I kill in diameter, and a 
ground station receiving antenna 7.4 kill (4.5 miles) 
in diameter. If spiKe-rated so I ill' array costs enn be 
reduced by a factor of abollt 1,000 from today's costs 
of $200/watt, and a new, second-generation space 
transportntion system were available which could 
deliver payloads at a cost of about one fortieth that 
projected for the present shuttle, the total system 
costs would be $I,OOO-3,OOO/k We (l973 dollars). 
Projections using advanced solar thermal power 
systems with the satellite are similar. 

The princi pal benefits of the satellite solar power 
station are (a) it receives up to 15 times as much 
sunlight as the same collector area on the Earth's 
surface, since it is never obstructed by the Earth's 
atmosphere (clouds), (b) it minimizes environmental 
impact on the Ealih's surface. and (c) it requires 70 
minutes or less of storage or back-up power (the 
maximum shadowing of the satellite by the Earth, 
which occurs at the equinoxes). Testing and studies 
to date have demonstrated the technical feasibility of 
the microwave transmission system. Despite the 
enormity of this concept. the potential payoff from 
its success warrants continued investigation of the. 
critical technological and economic factors. 
Assuming development success in the great 
reductions in cost identified above, solar power 
stations could contribute significantly to energy 

The,first large-scale 
rnarket,for solar energy 
will be,for hot water 
and space heating and cooling. 

availability on Earth in the future, possibly during 
the first halfofthe 21st century. 

Wind Power. Windmills have been an important 
source of power for centuries. They have been used 
by the millions since the middle ages to grind grain, 
pump water and saw lumber. More recent efforts to 
usc windm i lis to genera te electricity denionstra tee! 
some e!egree of technical success at powcr levels as 
high as 1.25 MWe, but were not cOlllpetitive with the 
low cost and full-time availability of fossil fuel
generated elcctric power, As a result. wine! power 
system development has been dormant for the last 
10-20 years. 

Winds arc generated by the Earth's rotation and 
solar heating, which is strongly afrected by clouds, 
nightL111, and terrain. Wine! speed, turbulence, 

gusting. and d irectiol1 also vary considerably with 
height and terrain, Additional wind data arc needed 
to establish design conditions for willd power 
systems. 

A wind powcr system consists of a rotor. a rotor 
direction controller, a transmission, an electrical 
generator. an ac ti'equency, controller. a support 
tower, and either an encrgy storage deviee 01' 

equipment for tying into a utility power grid. 
Technical feasibility for wind power systems is well 
establ ishcd. but there has been little experience with 
plant sizes over 10 kW, and much attention is 
needed to improve costs, reliability. and service life 
over those of past systems. Energy storage 
requirements are a function of wind power reliability 
(since winds are seldom steady. and cxtcnded calm 
periods can occur) and the availability and cost of 
supplemental power. Thcse are relativcly untreated 
aspects of wind energy systems and need 1110re ex
ploration, 

Wind energy development in the United States is 
su pported principally by federal programs, although 
many individuals and small groups are active in 
limited projects. System studies are needed to define 
the most economically competitive applications for 
wind energy. 

Wind power systems have extremely favorable 
environmental attributes, can be located illl
med iately adjacent to their load customers, and can 
be deployed rapidly by mass production techniques, 
Because of these advantages, and if the demon
stration programs are successful, com111erical 
feasibility of wind powerplants could be established 
within five years. Because this is a very short time in 
the context of electrical utility planning. power 
companies throughout the United States have been 
invited to participate actively in the testing of the 
experimental wind plants. 

Oceall Therma! Energy COli version. In 1929-.10 
the first crude ocean thermal energy conversion 
plant. using the temperature difference between the 
sun-heated ocean surface and the deeper cold layer, 
was built and operated. Its turbinc gcnerated 22 
kWe by using vacuum evaporated sea water directl!' 
in an open I~ankine cycle. Subscqucnt work hal 
shown that a closed Rankine cycle using working 
fluids such as ammonia, with warm sea water 
heating the boilcr and cole! sea watcr cooling the 
condenser. is probably more efficient ancll ess costly. 

Much of the ocean area within 10° latitucle of the 
equator has a surface temperature 20 C (36 F) or 
more above the tcmperature at a clepth of about J()OO 
metcrs. These conel itions are su itable for powerplanl 
opcration. However, since most of this energy would 
be consumed at a consiclerable distance from ill 
source, coastal locations are also receiving attention, 
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A satellite solar power 
station would receive up 
to 15 tbnes as nzuch 
sunlig ht as on the sru:i'ace. 

A number of conceptual powerplant designs have 
been proposed and are now undergoing engineering 
evaluation. Extensive tradeofTstudies arc required to 
determine the most cost-effective configurations. 
Turbine design appears to be relatively straight
forward because of low tip speeds. pressures. 
temperatures. and temperature variations. The 
boiler and condenser heat exchangers will be the 
largest and costliest com ponents of the powerplant. 
They pose the greatest design challenge. not only 
because of their sizc. but also because of (a) the high 
heat-transfer efficiency required by the small 
temperature differences available. (b') the problem of 
biofouling from organisms that flourish in the warm 
water and (c) the possibility of high corrosion rates in 
the sea water. The pipe to bring cold water up from 
below the surface also represents a design challenge 
because of its size and the large drag forces on it 
from external currents. Except for the turbine. no 
direct experience exists for the major powerplant 
components. Considering related expense with 
marine and other systems, however, all problems 
recognized to date seem to be capable of engineering 
solution, but design studies and experiments are 
needed to verify the solutions and their economic 
feasibility. A major advantage of ocean thermal 
energy conversion is the availability of virtually 
infinite storage capability- the oceans themsc\\'cs. 

Economic comparisons with fossil fuel and 
nuelear powerplants indicate that occan thcrmal 
plants can cost as much as S900-1700/kWe and still 
supply cost-competitive electric energy. bascd on 
current priccs for fossil fuels and nuclear powerplant 
capital costs in thc S500-1.000!kWe range. Since 
sevcral economic performance cstimates for ocean 
thermal plants are within this range. a strong 
development program for them appears appropriatc. 

A significant alternative to bringing clectric powcr 
to shore is thc moving of cnl'l'gy-intcnsive 
manufacturing proccsses out to sea. Among the 
products that e,)tild be manubelllred at the OCl~an
based pl~lnt are amlllonia (e.g" for fertilizers). liquid 
hydrogen (high grade fucll. aiuminulll. and 
magncsium. 

COll\nll'rcially I'casihle ocean-thermal powl'I'plants 
could rclic\'L' th\' social. environl1lental ,lnl! p()litil'al 
probl~'l1ls of dcveloping morl' powe\' gcncrating 
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capacilyon land, There arc political ram iii cations of 
siting a plant outside the 12-mile limit. since such 
sitings would necd protcction if not the political 
sanction of other nations. Thcre are also en
vironmental concerns related 10 offshore siting. but 
these arc not likely to bc as important as the on
shore problems of alternative power-generation 
systems. 

Fllcl Production (Biomass Energy). The natural 
process of photosynthesis. which provides C0111-

bustible (and renewable) plant matier for energy 
production. supplicd over 95(70 of the world's fuel up 
to the year 1800. Although it is not practical, ef
ficient. 01' economic for today's densely populated 
industrial nations to depend on these resources. it is 
possible to devclop biomass fuels to an extent which 
can substantially reduce dependence on fossil fuels. 

There are three potentially valuable sources for 
biomass fuels: urban wastes. farm wastes. and 
dedicated fuel crops or "energy plantations." Urban' 
wastes have been stud ied extensively as a potential 
fuel source. utilizing anaerobic (non-oxygenating) 
bacteriological red uction of wastes to fuel-rich gases 
and commercially useful recycled products. No new 
tL~hnology is required; economics alone dictates the 
potential viability of these processes. Farm wastes. 
too. are currently being utilized as a source for both 
fuel-gas and recycled commerical products. and this 
practice will undoubtedly be expanded as competing 
fuels and alternative waste-disposal options become 
more costly. 

The exploitation of ded icated fuel plantations is 
not yet economically viable. although land-based 
perennials such as eucalypti and marine cultures 
such as giant sea kelp olTer much promise as future 
biomass fuels. Key elements in exploiting such 
systems are improving photosynthetic cfficicncy and 
the collection/harvesting, processes. The most logical 
scenario 1'01' implementation of this energy resource 
is one in which conversion of urban. farm. and 
forest-produced wastcs to fuels would initially 
replace perhaps 10%, of current fossil fucl con
sumption. As the national waste-generation patterns 
change to reflect future increased energy costs. 
energy plantations utilizing either trees or giant sea 
kelp coule! become economical. 

The technology for pilot-plant operation of 
dedicated cnergy plantations is available now. 
Howevcr. systems analyscs and experimental studies 
arc necded to evaluate the economic and ecological 
feasibility of large-scale biomass cOl1\'l'1'sion. A 
search for potcntial l1l'W classes of high-yield 
vl'getatit111 for fllcl sources cOlild improve 
profit~lhility. ~IS wcll as dcvclopllll'nt of efficient 
economic collectioll e:qJ<lbilities for both biomass 
wasil's and dcdicall'd l'ilt'l'gy crops. Ii!! 
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